
 

Lecture 10

Growth andDecayproblems

Many real life situations are modelledby the so called

growth decay problems We can use exponentialsand
logarithms to solve them

Let's look at the exponential growth decayfunction

Let Alt be the amount of a substance at timet
Then

Alt Ao ek't

Here to initial amount of the substance or amount
at time 0

t time K constant

if K o p growth Keo p decay

Typically these problems will have some initial amount

given Ao and some other data to find K andyou
will have to find the amount at some later time
to



E.g Suppose a bacteria culture starts w 100bacteria

After 3 hours it has 900 bacterias How much
will it have after 6 hours

Some Here initial amount i e Ao 100

At t 3 we have A 3 900

So 900 100 e'k We want to find A 6
D 9 e

3k
taking In both sides

In 9 312 line 0 In9 312 k ln93

So our equation's 8 Alt too e l It

Thus A 6 looe bae tooe2ln9
yoo e

en 92 In81
100e

8100 as eln x

RadioactiveDecay usedfor carbondating
Suppose a radioactive isotope has a half life of
10 years How much of this substance will be

left after 30 years
soin Here we don't have Ao explicitly but initially



the isotope would be loot Half life means it
will become half of its original value i e 500 0

Thus in Alt 100 e Kt Alto 50

50 100 e'ok Iz e'OR

taking In both sides gives en Yz encelok
10K

0 k Ln Yz
10

Inch
So Att 100 Tot Need to find AGO
So A 30 too e info 30

tooe'en Yz too en t
10 221 12.54

ChemicalDissolution

The amount of chemical that will dissolve in a

solution can be modelled with the exponential

growth function The amount increases exponentially as

temperature increases



Say at 0 C log dissolves and at 10C 11g dissolves

Let Alt amount that dissolves at temp t

So A 6 10 to
A 101 11
0 11 10 e'ok In In e

0k 10K

D K In Mio
10

Ln Mo
Act lo e Toot

To find at what temperature 15g dissolves we

need to find t
en ly o

So 15 lo e To t

3g e
to ln ko t

In 3
2 fo en ko t t lo en 3 2

In Mio
42.5 C

o x x o


